INTRODUCTION
An important part of navigation is determining one's location relative to one's destination and relative to local features related to travel (roads, shipping lanes, airways).The solution to navigation problem generally requires observations or measurements of some kind and ability to use that information to determine one's location relative to the destination. A unscented Kalman filter [10, 11] combines all available measurement data, plus prior knowledge about the system and measuring devices, to produce an estimate of the desired variables in nonlinear navigation problems. But its estimate is not satisfactory during noise variations in vehicle noise. An interacting multiple model filter approach is introduced to deal with noise uncertainty and system non linearity simultaneously. Using multiple model filter approach, one can achieve the better estimates of the vehicle states at a given time based on all measurements up to the current estimation time. The best estimate at the given time can be improved significantly by smoothing [1, 2] , which uses more measurements beyond the current estimation time.
The proposed IMMUS approach employs two IMMUFs running forward and backward in time and fixed interval smoothing algorithm [3, 4] (UTFS) which combines the estimates of two filters.Since more measurements are used to estimate the vehicles position at current estimation time ,the IMMUS approach gives better result than IMMUF.
II. ESTIMATION METHODS
Several vehicle state estimation algorithms like EKF,UKF,IMM-EKF [9, 10, 11] and IMMUF are available to address the nonlinear navigation problems. In this paper the advantages of multiple model smoothing(IMMUS) approach over UKF and IMMUF is described.
A.UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER
In EKF the state distribution is propagated analytically through the first-order linearization of the nonlinear system due to which, the posterior mean and covariance could be corrupted. The UKF, which is a derivative-free alternative to EKF, overcomes this problem by using a deterministic sampling approach.The state distribution is represented using a minimal set of carefully chosen sample points, called sigma points. Like EKF, UKF consists of the same two steps: model forecast and data assimilation, except they are preceded now by another step for the selection of sigma points.The UKF is founded on the intuition that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution than it is to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation. The sigma points are chosen so that their mean and covariance to be exactly xk-1 and Pk-1. Each sigma point is then propagated through the nonlinear functions yielding in the end a cloud of transformed points. The new estimated mean and covariance are then computed based on their statistics. This process is called unscented transformation. The figure.1. explains the flow of UKF algorithm. The n-dimensional random variable with mean x and covariance P xx is approximated by 2n+1 weighted point by The time prediction and measurement update is done using this mean and covariance .
Figure .1 Flow Chart of UKF algorithm

B.INTERACTING MULTIPLE MODEL UNSCENTED FILTER
The block diagram of the IMMUF algorithm is shown in Fig.2 . The IMMUF algorithm uses Markovian model probabilities to weight the input and output of the bank of parallel UKFs at each time instant. The overall estimate is obtained by a combination of the estimates from the filters running in parallel based on the individual models that match the vehicle behaviour. The IMM cycle consists of four major stages: interaction (mixing), filtering, model probability calculation, and estimate combination as described in the following subsections [7, 8, 9] .
Figure .2 Flow Chart of IMMUF algorithm Non linear Optimum Interacting Multiple Model Smoother for GPS Navigation System
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C.INTERACTING MULTIPLE MODEL UNSCENTED SMOOTHER
The block diagram of the proposed IMMUS algorithm is shown in Fig.4 . The IMMUS algorithm consists of multiple modeled filters, one running forward in time and another running backward in time and smoothing equations combining estimates of the two filter
Figure 3. Simplified Block diagram of IMM-smoothing algorithm
The simplified block diagram of the IMM two filter smoothing algorithm is shown in Fig.3 . The IMMUS algorithm combines the estimates of two multiple model filters using two filter smoothing algorithm. The IMMUS algorithm uses model probabilities to weight the estimate of the individual filters. The IMMUS approach combines the estimation of forward IMM unscented filter and backward IMM unscented filter. Let there are two estimates at time t, one based on forward filtering up to time t and other being due to backward filtering starting from t f up to the initial time t 0 . The idea is to obtain a smoothed / improved estimate by fusion of these two estimates 
are the estimated errors of the MM forward and backward filters.
To make our estimate unbiased,
Substituting k 2 in the equation 5, we obtain smoothed estimate.
Next, the covariance matrix of the smoother estimate error is obtained by
Substituting eqn (15) and (17) in eqn (13) ,we will get 
Thus, the IMM smoothed estimate obtained using the Forward and backward uncertainty covariance is given by
The model conditioned smoothed estimate 
The conditional probability
The term j d is computed by,
The likelihood ji k  is given by
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Figure 5. Detailed Block diagram of IMMUS algorithm
The integration of forward estimate and backward estimate using model probability is given in Fig.5 .The estimate obtained in the forward IMM filter and back ward IMM filter and its corresponding covariances are used to obtain the smoothed estimate of vehicle's position.The Model conditioned estimate of forward and backward filters are combined by smoothing algorithm and is weighted by updated model probability to obtain the combined smoothed estimate.
III. MODELING PARAMETERS FOR GPS NAVIGATION
The aim is to estimate the state of the vehicle x k at the current time step k given a set of measurements (observations) Z k ={z 0 ,……z k } acquired at time steps 0,1,….,k.The measurement noise is considered as white noise. It is assumed that the measurement noise has zero mean and the variance is set as 
A. Constant Velocity Model (CV):
In this model, the vehicle is assumed to move with nearly constant velocity.The dynamic model for the constant velocity model is x(k)=Fx(k-1)+Gv(k-1) (30) where F is transition matrix and G is noise effect matrix and v(k) is process noise. The state vector consists of position and velocity components. The dynamic model for coordinated turn model is as follows x(k)=Fx(k-1)+Gv(k-1) (36) The state vector is taken as
The measurement vector is same as that of constant velocity model. The observation matrix H is taken as follows H = 1 0 0 0 0 0 (39) 0 1 0 0 0 0 The following transition probability matrices of the markov chain were used 
The prior model probability is set to   
SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of IMMUS over the IMMUF in GPS navigation system is verified by creating a real trajectory as shown in figure.6 and its associated randomly generated measurements. The simulation scenario is as follows .The vehicle motion is designed to cover a dynamic behaviors constant velocity and circular turn. In the table 1, the average MSEs of position estimates produced by the tested methods is listed. It can be seen that the estimates produced by proposed IMMUS using the combination of velocity and a coordinated turn model are clearly better than the ones produced by a IMMUF and single model UKF.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper an IMMUS method is presented to improve the GPS navigation performance obtained by the IMMUF and conventional navigation filters. The GPS navigation accuracy based on the proposed method has been compared to the IMMUF and has demonstrated substantial improvement in both navigation accuracy and tracking capability. Future research can be conducted to improve the performance by incorporating artificial intelligence such as fuzzy logic and neural network.
